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The fragmentary medieval chronicle, Historia Norwegie, is the oldest piece of historical writing from Norway,
and probably our first specimen of Norwegian literature. It was composed in Latin in the second half of the
twelfth century, perhaps in the Oslo area. Only the beginning of the work exists today, but it offers, among
other things, a detailed report of a shamanic s ance among the Sami as well as a unique early geographical
description of Norway and the North Sea realm. Furthermore, we are presented with an early version of the
Norwegian kings genealogy, beginning with the mythical Yngling kings and ending, abruptly, with Olav
Haraldsson's claim to the throne in 1015.This is the first critical edition of the Latin text since 1880,

accompanied by a modern English translation by Peter Fisher. The introduction and full commentary in
English take stock of previous scholarships and are new contributions to the interpretation of the text.

The manuscript was once dated to the fifteenth century but seems now to be from c.1500x1510 Kunin and
Phelpstead 2001 x. World Heritage Encyclopedia the aggregation. It was composed in Latin in the second

half of the twelfth century perhaps in the Oslo area.

Norwegie

The manuscript contains several other texts the Historia itself is in folios 1r12r. Museum Tusculanum Press.
Historia Norwegiæ is a short history of Norway written in Latin by an anonymous monk. She and her father
are also named by Snorre which also records both her marriages 246. The fragmentary medieval chronicle
Historia Norwegie is the oldest piece of historical writing from Norway and probably our first specimen of
Norwegian literature. Historia Norwegiae belongs to a group of three medieval Norwegian histories now
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known as the Norwegian synoptics because they each provide a relatively brief overview of a substantial
period of Norwegian history. Historia Norwegie XII sec. Almost certainly written. The fragmentary medieval
chronicle Historia Norwegie is the oldest piece of historical writing. historia de las antillas historia de cuba.

Historia Norwegiae Norwegie Norvegiae. Historia Norwegie Inger Ekrem Lars Boje Mortensen Rahva
Raamatust.
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